R I E D K R A N AC H B E RG
Sauvignon blanc 2016
REGION

South Styria

QUALITY LEVEL

Single-site wine, Biowine AT-BIO-402

VARIETAL

Sauvignon blanc

VINEYARDS

Kranachberg, G STK Ried
Fully ripe grapes from our single vineyard site
Kranachberg. The limey, sandy soils in the steeply
rising vineyards at 450 – 550 m lend the wines their
unmistakeable, cool aroma. Certified to organic
viticulture AT-BIO-402, rigorous selection of the
ripest berries from the Kranachberg.

SOIL

Tertiary sand soil with shell limestone and white
mica.

VINIFICATION

Controlled fermentation in stainless steel tanks;
remind on lees for as long as possible.

CHARACTER

Unique and deeply mineral. Roasted peanut, ripe
pear and dried sweet corn. Quiet and incredibly
elegant. Requires aeration and a large glass before
releasing aromas of gunpowder tea and spicy
paprika cream. Deep and subtle on the palate with
black currant and salty elements. Impressive and
mouth filling with a finish that lingers for minutes.
At the beginning of a long journey.

ALCOHOL
RESIDUAL SUGAR
ACIDITY
ALLERGENs

13,5 % vol
1,0 g/l
5,9 g/l
Contains sulphites

BEST FORM

Optimal to the end of 2031 and longer

RECOMMENDATIONS Pair with strong fish, Asian dishes, seafood,
crustaceans or vegetables.
SERVING
TEMPERATURE:
rating

11°–13° Celsius
Concours Amphore: bronze
Falstaff: 95 points

WEINGUT
S AT T L E R H O F

Maria und Willi Sattler

The winery Sattlerhof is one of the leading internationally known wineries of
South Styria. This family business cultivates 40 hectares of vineyards with Sauvignon blanc as the main grape variety. The hotel and restaurant Sattlerhof, run
by Hannes Sattler, compliments the winery – making it one of the top destinations for epicurean culture in Styria.
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